Storytime Anytime with the Twins Sisters® is a brand-new kids podcast brought to you by Twin Sisters Digital Media and Evergreen Podcasts. Music, story time and learning go "hand-in-hand" as kids explore fun topics like dinosaurs, sharks, animals, and more.

As part of the Twin Sisters® duo Kim’s love of music and teaching has inspired her to write thousands of award-winning educational products. Her voice can be heard on over 200 audiobooks for kids. Her sister Karen's leadership and entrepreneurship skills are why she was chosen as one of the 50 SMART Business Owners of 2017.

Connect with Host:
Kim Mitzo Thompson // kim.thompson@twinsisters.com
Karen Mitzo Hilderbrand // karen.hilderbrand@twinsisters.com
episodes

Released Weekly on Wednesday

Ep 1. Bear Essentials
Ep 2. What A Zoo!
Ep 3. Growing Up Together
Ep 4. Nursery Rhyme Time
Ep 5. Down On the Farm
Ep 6. Career Day Fun
Ep 7. Winter Time Wiggles

press release

Front Porch Media Partners with Twin Sisters Digital Media

Twin Sisters® audio catalog includes more than 1,200 audiobooks and ebooks for learning, and over 1,000 teacher resources with an additional audio library of 18,000+. The Twin Sisters® partnership with Evergreen Podcasts leads the launch of a diverse Evergreen children’s channel – Evergreen Kids.
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